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On this day

Enchanting

As a surprise, a message appears on my phone. Titled "On this day".

From the speakers nearby. Sounded a sweetened voice. Of Roberta Flack. Who sang "Killing Me Softly".

A section created by the algorithm. In the application that manages my source files. Columns, drafts and writings saved by the program.

Collected in a neat timeline.

The paraphrasing lingers in my head. After her words die. She sang to me as if she was familiar. With my darkest despair. Maybe she was

looking right through me. Seemingly outside of myself. An attempt to kill me softly with this song.

Craving I looked back at how it was ‘yesterday’. So recently. To go and stand where you want. Without the slightest restriction. From social

distance to (mandatory) face masks. In complete freedom. Miles away and carefree.

I got curious. To investigate what this virtual time machine offers me. Anxious about what I wrote down. Of course also where I was. A trip

back in time.

Liberated

On the threshold of that abnormal, but above all hopefully temporary "one and a half meter society". And then embrace the feeling again. Of

the stunning natural beauty. In all open-mindedness. That was your own as a child. Feasting on the magic that is all around us.
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Filled with joyful moments together. Outdoors in the middle of nature. So conducive for a good mood. To share the childlike feeling. With

wonder and reverence. For the flora and fauna. In an unreal beautiful landscape.

Escaping the everyday treadmill. Let yourself be taken back by magic. During a trip. To a world as it once was. In Portugal on July 22, 2016.

Memories to cherish, truly enchanting.
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